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SUMMARY
We apply the adjoint method to efficiently calculate the linearized sensitivity of body tide
observations to perturbations in density, elastic/anelastic moduli, and boundary topogra-
phy. This theory is implemented practically within the context of normal mode coupling
calculations, with an advantage of this approach being that much of the necessary tech-
nical machinery is present in existing coupling codes. A range of example sensitivity
kernels are calculated relative to both spherically symmetric and laterally heterogeneous
background models. These results reaffirm the conclusions of earlier studies that the M2
body tide is strongly sensitive to spherical harmonic degree-2 density variations at the
base of the mantle. Moreover, it is found that the sensitivity kernels are only weakly de-
pendent on the background model, and hence linearized methods are likely to be effective
within inversions of body tide observations.
Key words: Structure of the Earth; Tides and planetary waves; Inverse Theory; Tomog-
raphy; Theoretical seismology; Surface waves and free oscillations
1 INTRODUCTION1
Global seismic tomography has provided much insight into Earth’s interior over the last few decades2
(e.g., Woodhouse & Dziewonski 1984; Ritsema et al. 1999; Masters et al. 2000; French & Romanow-3
icz 2015; Bozdağ et al. 2016). Collectively, these studies have revealed increasingly resolved images4
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of Earth’s seismic velocity field. At the lowest frequencies (towards time scales on the order of minutes5
and hours), the seismic response becomes increasingly sensitive to not only these velocity variations6
but also Earth’s density and anelastic structure (Karato 1993; Dahlen & Tromp 1998). Tomographic7
models derived from this part of the seismic spectrum, i.e., normal modes or free oscillations, have of-8
fered new constraints on lateral variations on the Earth’s density field from the earliest of such studies9
in the late nineties (Ishii & Tromp 1999).10
Earth’s density field represents just one example of an ill-constrained quantity vital to understand-11
ing the past and ongoing dynamics of mantle circulation and thus accurate determination of it remains12
a major goal in global geophysics. More recently, efforts towards this end have undergone a revival.13
For example, Moulik & Ekström (2016), with an expanded free oscillation data set, and Koelemeijer14
et al. (2017), with a special subset of free oscillations, namely Stoneley modes, have shown the poten-15
tial to shed new light on mantle density. Moving to even lower frequencies (towards time scales on the16
order of hours to years), this trend of increasing sensitivity to density continues to Earth’s body tides,17
or solid Earth tides. Lau et al. (2017), through the analysis of global GPS measurements of the body18
tide, tested several models of mantle buoyancy – based on seismic tomography models – and found19
regions of the deep mantle to be anomalously denser than surrounding mantle. Similar studies have in-20
vestigated the body tide response of a laterally heterogeneous planet (e.g., Dehant et al. 1999; Métivier21
et al. 2006; Métivier & Conrad 2008; Latychev et al. 2009; Qin et al. 2014). These efforts represent22
growing availability of long period data. In particular, GPS measurements of body tidal displacement23
which are accurate to sub-millimeters (e.g., Yuan & Chao 2012; Yuan et al. 2013; Martens et al. 2016),24
and, potentially, wideband seismic data which can also detect tidal acceleration (e.g., Davis & Berger25
2007). Such availability paves the way to further studies into the density, and, possibly, the anelatic26
structure of Earth’s interior.27
While these studies have demonstrated much potential in estimating Earth’s density field, several28
methodological shortcomings mean that the robustness of density constraints can still be improved.29
In particular, the free oscillation studies discussed above (Ishii & Tromp 1999; Moulik & Ekström30
2016; Koelemeijer et al. 2017) used mode coupling approximations in their forward calculations that31
have been shown to introduce significant inaccuracies in modeled spectra (Deuss & Woodhouse 2001;32
Al-Attar et al. 2012; Yang & Tromp 2015), with the latter studies advocating instead the application33
of so-called full mode couling approaches. Indeed, for the body tide application, Lau et al. (2015)34
showed that full mode coupling was absolutely necessary in order to accurately capture the body tide35
response on a laterally heterogeneous Earth and, as such, Lau et al. (2017) could not make use of such36
approximations.37
Though Lau et al. (2017) did not make such approximations in the coupling of their modes, none38
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of these recent studies have accurately calculated the sensitivity of these long period data to Earth39
models with laterally hetergeneous structure. The existence of lateral heterogeneity at scales that are40
important for these data are well-studied (see, e.g., Garnero & McNamara 2008, for a review). Indeed,41
the sensitivity of data to model parameters has a deep connection with inverse methods. In many42
inverse problems, the gradient of data misfit with respect to model parameters of interest is required43
in order to find the combination of model parameters that minimize the misfit. Such gradient-based44
optimization methods are widely used in global geophysics.45
The determination of such kernels and/or gradients, however, can be computationally demanding:46
consider a laterally heterogeneous model parameterized by n` spherical harmonic degrees and nd47
radial basis functions. The total number of these spatial parameters, nλ, is (n` + 1)2nd. If one were to48
use a finite difference scheme to calculate the sensitivity of the long period data to the density of the49
mantle at these spatial wavelengths, nλ+1 forward calculations would be required. As an example, for50
the seismic tomographic model S20RTS (Ritsema et al. 1999) n` = 20 and nd = 21, and so in order51
to achieve this for such a model 9262 forward calculations are required. Within the tidal application,52
sensitivity kernels for surface loads were explored by, e.g., Martens et al. (2016), for ocean tidal loads53
for a spherically symmetric Earth and we note that the theory herein may be extended for a surface54
load (see Crawford et al. 2018).55
In recent years, the growing need of calculating Fréchet kernels with respect to a large number56
of model parameters for several geophysical applications has been met by the adoption of the so-57
called ‘adjoint method’. For example, Liu & Tromp (2006) and Fichtner et al. (2006) have derived the58
method for seismic wave propagation, while for post-seismic and post-glacial relaxation applications,59
the theory has been derived by Crawford et al. (2017) and Crawford et al. (2018), respectively. Indeed,60
several seismology groups have successfully applied the adjoint methodology for seismic tomography61
(e.g., Tromp et al. 2005; Liu & Tromp 2008; Tape et al. 2010; Fichtner et al. 2009; Zhu et al. 2012).62
The adjoint method has roots within the field of optimal control (e.g., Lions 1971; Tröltzsch 2010)63
whereby exact gradients may be calculated through the determination of the forward solution and the64
associated adjoint solution. The latter calculation, in most cases, being closely related to the former.65
The combination of these two solutions provides the gradient with respect to any number of model66
parameters. In the case of S20RTS described above, the 9262 calculations required is reduced to two67
calculations. Furthermore, the adjoint method provides an ideal framework by which to directly invert68
for seismic spectra in a full mode coupling context, relinquishing the need to determine splitting69
functions. Thus, the advantage of the adjoint method is clear and has been demonstrated in numerous70
applications (e.g., Tromp et al. 2005; Liu & Tromp 2008; Tape et al. 2010; Fichtner et al. 2009; Zhu71
et al. 2012).72
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In this theoretical study, we apply the adjoint method to the body tide problem and in a future study73
we extend this to free oscillation seismology. The theory for both processes are intimately connected74
(Gilbert 1971; Wahr 1981; Lau et al. 2015) and hence so too is the adjoint framework. In what follows75
begin first by summarizing the equations of motion. We then introduce the forward problem and derive76
the adjoint problem, and include discussions on examples of sensitivity kernels and the practicalities of77
computing them. This theory deals only with semi-diurnal and long period tides. Diurnal tides involve78
additional resonances associated with free-core nutation, as described by Wahr (1981). This does not79
represent a fundamental limitation of the theory, but a substantial development computationally and80
will be a subject of further work.81
2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION82
We begin by recalling the equations of motion for the linearized deformation of a laterally heteroge-83
neous, self-gravitating, elastic planet relative to a steadily rotating reference frame (e.g., Woodhouse84
& Dahlen 1978; Wahr 1981). These equations are common to studies of both body tides and free os-85
cillations, but their form will be specialized to time-harmonic tidal problems later in Section 3. Having86
done this, linear viscoelastic effects can be incorporated in a simple manner using Boltzmann’s super-87
position principle. Adapting slightly the notation used within Chapter 7 of Dahlen & Tromp (1998),88
the weak form of the equations of motion can be written89
〈u′ |P | ü 〉+ 〈u′ |W | u̇ 〉+ 〈u′ |H|u 〉 = 〈u′ | f 〉, (2.1)90
where u is the displacement vector field, over-letter dots are used to denote time-differentiation, u′ is91
a sufficiently regular time-independent test-function, f is an applied body force, and the three terms92
on the left hand side are, respectively, sesquilinear forms associated with inertial, Coriolis, and elasto-93
gravitational forces that are described further below. Here we are using a variant of Dirac’s bra-ket94
notation such that the right hand side denotes the inner product95
〈u′ | f 〉 =
∫
M
u′(x) · f(x, t) d3x, (2.2)96
where M ⊆ R3 is the volume occupied by the planet at equilibrium, complex conjugation is indicated97
by an overline, and we write · to denote the pointwise Euclidean inner product of two vectors. The98
inertial form is given by99
〈u′ |P |u 〉 =
∫
M
ρu′ · u d3x, (2.3)100
where ρ is the planet’s equilibrium density field. This sesquilinear form is readily seen to be Hermitian,101
meaning that102
〈u′ |P |u 〉 = 〈u |P |u′ 〉 (2.4)103
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for all u′ and u, and is also positive-definite so that 〈u |P |u 〉 > 0 for all non-zero u. The Coriolis104
form is defined as105
〈u′ |W |u 〉 =
∫
M
2ρu′ · (Ω× u) d3x, (2.5)106
where Ω is the equilibrium value of the planet’s angular velocity. This form is anti-Hermitian, meaning107
that108
〈u′ |W |u 〉 = −〈u |W |u′ 〉, (2.6)109
for all u′ and u. Finally, the elasto-gravitational form is given by110
〈u′ |H|u 〉 =
∫
M
























(n · u′)∇Σ · ($u) + (n · u)∇Σ · ($u′)
]
dΣ, (2.7)
where Λ is the elastic tensor relating the linearizations of the deformation gradient and first Piola-111
Kirchhoff stress tensor; φ is the Eulerian perturbation to the gravitational potential associated with the112
displcement vector u, and φ′ is the corresponding quantity determined from the test function u′; Φ is113
the equilibrium value of the planet’s gravitational potential; ψ is the centrifugal potential associated114
with the steadily rotating reference frame;$ is the equilibrium pressure on fluid solid boundaries, with115
the union of these surfaces being denoted by ΣFS, their outward unit normals written n, and∇Σ being116
the associated tangential gradient operator. Aspherical structure implies the existence of deviatoric117
pre-stress. It is not clear what the appropriate values for such pre-stress would be and Dahlen (1972)118
showed that such stresses could be neglected over the much larger isotropic stresses. However, the119
theory is sufficiently general to incorporate non-hydrostatic pre-stress both within the elastic tensor120
and the continuity conditions on fluid-solid boundaries Woodhouse & Dahlen (1978).121
An explicit expression (e.g., Dahlen & Tromp 1998, Chapter 3) for the gravitational potential122
perturbation’s gradient∇φ in terms of the displacement vector field u is given by123
(∇φ)(x, t) = G
∫
M
ρ(x′) Π(x− x′) · u(x′, t) d3x′, (2.8)124







while an identical formula relates for the test function u′ to ∇φ′. Using the pointwise symmetry127
Λijkl = Λklij , which follows from the existence of a strain-energy function, along with eq. (2.7)128
and (2.8), it can be seen that the elasto-gravitational form is Hermitian. As a final comment, within the129
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weak formulation of the problem both the displacement vector field and test function must be contin-130
uous across solid-solid boundaries, while on fluid-solid boundaries ΣFS we impose the tangential slip131
constraints132




− = 0. (2.10)133
Dynamical boundary and continuity conditions on the linearized traction vector are, however, incor-134
porated automatically within the weak formulation, and so need not be imposed explicitly on the135
displacement vector field.136
3 BODY TIDE THEORY137
3.1 Reduction to a time-harmonic problem138
For body tides the appropriate force term in eq. (2.1) is given by139
f = ρ∇ψ (3.1)140
where ψ(x, t) is a time-dependent tidal potential. If the planet has an ocean, this potential will also141
generate ocean tides that couple to the internal deformation. We will not account for ocean tides within142
this work, and instead assume that, when present, their effects have been subtracted from observations143
to a sufficient level of accuracy (e.g., Lau et al. 2017). A general tidal potential can be usefully de-144
composed into a sum of time-harmonic terms (e.g., Agnew 2015), and by linearity of the equations of145
motion we may focus on a single tidal species with angular frequency ω ∈ R. Given this assumption,146
the applied body force takes the simpler form147
f = Re[ ρ∇ψ̃eiωt ], (3.2)148
where ψ̃(x) is a complex-valued tidal potential amplitude. The corresponding steady-state displace-149
ment vector is then given by150
u = Re[ ũ eiωt ], (3.3)151
where ũ(x) is a complex-valued displacement amplitude. Substituting these time-harmonic expresions152
for the body force and displacement field into eq. (2.1) and cancelling the common exponential factors,153
we arrive at the steady-state problem154
−ω2〈u′ |P | ũ 〉+ iω〈u′ |W | ũ 〉+ 〈u′ |H| ũ 〉 = 〈u′ | ρ∇ψ̃ 〉. (3.4)155
At this stage, linear viscoelastic effects can be incorporated in a simple manner through the use156
of Boltzmann’s superposition principle (e.g., Dahlen & Tromp 1998, Chapter 6). Indeed, we need157
only replace the elastic tensor Λ(x) occuring within the elasto-gravitational form with an appropriate158
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complex-valued and frequency-dependent viscoelastic tensor that will be denoted Λ̃(x, ω). To indicate159
this modification, we re-write the steady-state equations of motion in eq. (3.4) as160
−ω2〈u′ |P | ũ 〉+ iω〈u′ |W | ũ 〉+ 〈u′ |H(ω)| ũ 〉 = 〈u′ | ρ∇ψ̃ 〉, (3.5)161
where the final sesquilinear form has an explicit frequency-dependence through the dependence of162
H on the viscoelastic tensor Λ̃. It can be shown (e.g., Dahlen & Tromp 1998, Chapter 6) that ω 7→163
Λ̃(x, ω) is a holomorphic function within the lower half of the complex plane (i.e. Imω < 0), and164
that165
Λ̃(x, ω) = Λ̃(x,−ω), (3.6)166
for all ω ∈ C for which Λ̃ is well-defined (where in the textbook of Dahlen & Tromp (1998),167
this frequency is denoted ν). Note that in the viscoelastic case we retain the pointwise symmetry168
Λ̃ijkl = Λ̃klij , the physical basis for this assumption being discussed by Day (1971a,b). Using these169
properties, it follows easily that the Hermitian symmetry of the elasto-gravitational form generalizes170
to the identity171
〈u′ |H(ω)|u 〉 = 〈u |H(−ω)|u′ 〉, (3.7)172
which holds for all u′ and u, and any ω ∈ C for which the viscoelastic tensor is well-defined at each173
x ∈M . At this stage, it is convenient to define the frequency-dependent sesquilinear form174
〈u′ |S(ω)| ũ 〉 = −ω2〈u′ |P | ũ 〉+ iω〈u′ |W | ũ 〉+ 〈u′ |H(ω)| ũ 〉, (3.8)175
which, from the above discussion, satisfies176
〈u′ |S(ω)|u 〉 = 〈u |S(−ω)|u′ 〉, (3.9)177
for any u′ and u, and all suitable ω ∈ C. With this notation, eq. (3.5) can be written more concisely as178
〈u′ |S(ω)| ũ 〉 = 〈u′ | ρ∇ψ̃ 〉, (3.10)179
with the equality, as ever, being required to hold for all suitable test functions u′. The tidal problem180
in eq. (3.10) admits a unique solution so long as the forcing frequency ω ∈ R is not equal to one of181
the planet’s eigenfrequencies. We need not discuss this issue in any detail for the moment, and it will182
simply be assumed within this section that the condition is met. Indeed, tidal frequencies are generally183
much smaller than those of seismic free oscillations, and so this is a fairly safe assumption. The one184
caveat is that if the planet has a fluid core, then a tidal frequency might be at or close to resonance185
with rotational modes such as the nearly diurnal free wobble (Smith 1977) or with core undertones186
(Rogister & Valette 2009). While our theory is, in principle, sufficiently general to account for near187
resonance phenomena, numerical calculations become significantly more challenging. As a result, we188
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later consider only semi-diurnal and long-period tides, and neglect the excitation of core undertones189
within normal mode coupling calculations.190
3.2 Sensitivity kernels for body tides191
3.2.1 Objective functionals and sensitivity kernels192
Consider a real-valued function J defined in terms of the displacement amplitude field ũ for a single193
tidal species with frequency ω ∈ R. For example, suppose we have estimated point-values ũi of the194
displacement amplitude for this tide at a set of surface locations xi ∈ ∂M , i = 1, . . . , N . Given195
a model for the planet’s structure, we can calculate predicted values ũ(xi) for these displacement196







where the σi are appropriate standard errors, and ‖ · ‖ denotes the usual norm in C3.199
The displacement amplitude ũ depends on the planetary structure in a complicated manner through200
the solution of eq. (3.10), and so the objective functional J implicitly depends on this structure. Our201
aim is to obtain sensitivity kernels relating first-order perturbations in the planetary structure to the202
resulting first-order perturbation in such objective functionals. For example, if we perturb the planet’s203
equilibrium density to ρ+ δρ while holding all other parameters constant, then we expect a first-order204






with Kρ being, by definition, the sensitivity kernel for density. Corresponding sensitivity kernels can207
be introduced for tensor-valued model parameters like the elastic tensor, or those, such as boundary208
topography, defined on surfaces within the planet.209
3.2.2 The adjoint body tide problem210
As before, we let J denote a real-valued objective functional defined in terms of ũ. If the displacement211
amplitude is perturbed to ũ + δũ, we assume that the resulting first-order change in J can be written212
in the form213
δJ = Re〈 h̃ | δũ 〉, (3.13)214
where h̃ is a vector-valued function. For example, perturbing the objective functional defined in215
eq. (3.11), we find216






[ũ(xi)− ũi] · δu(xi), (3.14)217








[ũ(xi)− ũi]δ(x− xi), (3.15)219
with δ(x) the Dirac delta function. We now perturb to first-order accuracy the equations of motion in220
eq. (3.10) to obtain221
〈u′ |S(ω)| δũ 〉+ 〈u′ |δS(ω)| ũ 〉 = 〈u′ | δρ∇ψ̃ 〉, (3.16)222
where the sesquilinear form 〈u′ |δS(ω)| ũ 〉 is defined in the obvious manner in terms of the given223
model perturbations. Motivated by eq. (3.13), suppose that the following identity224
〈u′ |S(ω)| δũ 〉 = 〈 h̃ | δũ 〉, (3.17)225
were to hold for all possible values of δũ. This condition defines an equation for u′ in weak form that226
we discuss further below. We can now combine eqs (3.16) and (3.17) and use eq.(3.13) to arrive at the227
key result228
δJ = Re[〈u′ | δρ∇ψ̃ 〉 − 〈u′ |δS(ω)| ũ 〉], (3.18)229
in which the first-order perturbation to the displacement amplitude field has been eliminated. Eq. (3.17)230
is the adjoint body tide problem, with u′ playing the role of the adjoint variable.231
To clarify this approach it will be useful to modify our notations slightly. First, from eq. (3.9) we232
note that eq. (3.17) can be equivalently written in a form closer to eq. (3.10) as233
〈 δũ |S(−ω)|u′ 〉 = 〈 δũ | h̃ 〉, (3.19)234
where we have used the fact that tidal frequencies are real-valued, and again emphasise that in this235
context δũ acts as an arbitrary test-function. Finally, for notational symmetry, we define236
h̃† = −h̃, ũ† = −u′, (3.20)237
so that eq. (3.19) becomes238
〈 δũ |S(−ω)| ũ† 〉 = 〈 δũ | h̃† 〉, (3.21)239
while our expression for δJ can be written240
δJ = Re[〈 ũ† |δS(ω)| ũ 〉 − 〈 ũ† | δρ∇ψ̃ 〉]. (3.22)241
We can now summarize the process by which the sensitivity kernels are calculated. First, we solve242
eq. (3.10) to determine the displacement amplitude field ũ. Using this field, we calculate J along243
with the corresponding adjoint force h̃†. We can then solve the adjoint body tide problem defined in244
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eq. (3.21) to obtain the adjoint displacement amplitude field ũ†. Here we note that the adjoint body245
tide problem closely resembles the forward problem in eq. (3.10); in fact, in an elastic and non-rotating246
planet they coincide exactly. Once we have both the forward and adjoint displacement amplitides ũ247
and ũ†, we can substitute them into eq. (3.22) and simply extract the sensitivity kernels for each248
model parameter. To illustrate this latter point, consider an elastic planet in which we have perturbed249
the elastic tensor to Λ + δΛ while holding all other model parameters constant. It is then clear from250




∇ũ† : δΛ : ∇ũ d3x, (3.23)252
















Using the adjoint method, corresponding sensitivity kernels can be similarly obtained for other model259
parameters such as density, boundary topography, or those associated with viscoelastic rheologies.260
Appropriate expressions for these terms, as derived in Woodhouse & Dahlen (1978), may be found261
summarized in Dahlen & Tromp (1998). We postpone statement of such results until the next subsec-262
tion.263
3.3 Implementation in the context of mode coupling calculations264
As shown by Lau et al. (2015), normal mode coupling theory provides an accurate and efficient method265
for calculating body tides within laterally heterogeneous planetary models. In this section, we show266
how the adjoint method described can be practically implemented within this context. A major ad-267
vantage of this approach is that almost all of the necessary theoretical expressions have been derived268
and are readily implemented into coupling codes (see Dahlen & Tromp 1998). In the following dis-269
cussion, however, we introduce some further assumptions and approximations to simplify the presen-270
tation. First, we restrict attention to isotropic and elastic planets. Next, we follow standard practice in271
free oscillation seismology by neglecting any deviatoric component of the equilibrium stress, while272
accounting for the effects of lateral density variations and aspherical boundary topography only up273
to first-order accuracy within the sequilinear form 〈u′ |S(ω)|u 〉. The extension of our methods to274
anisotropic and/or viscoelastic planets is straightforward, but more work is required to account fully275
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for lateral density variations and/or boundary topography within coupling calculations – see Al-Attar276
et al. (2018) for a possible route forward.277
Given these assumptions, the three volumetric model parameters we consider are then the shear µ278
and bulk κmodulii along with the density ρ. To describe aspherical boundary topography, suppose that279
the radii of internal and external boundaries in the reference planet are denoted by ai with i ranging280
over a finite indexing set. Each reference boundary is then perturbed such that its radius is given by281
r = ai + hi, (3.26)282
with the boundary topography hi a function on the unit two-sphere. Considering perturbations283























where Y Nst denotes a generalized spherical harmonic of degree s, order t, and upper index N , these287
functions being normalized according to the conventions within Appendix C of (Dahlen & Tromp288
1998). Note that as the shear modulus perturbation δµ is real-valued its expansion coefficients must289
possess the symmetry δµst = (−1)tδµs−t, with analogous results holding for the other model param-290
eters.291
The basic idea underlying mode coupling calculations is the expansion of the displacement ampli-292
tude ũ using the eigenfunctions of a spherically symmetric, non-rotating, and elastic reference planet.293
Such an expansion is possible because these eigenfunctions form a complete orthonormal basis for294
vector fields in the planetary model (here we ignore complications associated with the existence of a295
fluid core). Within numerical work it is, of course, necessary to truncate the expansion to some finite-296
basis set, but by including sufficiently many terms, the calculations can be made as accurate as desired297
(e.g., Akbarashrafi et al. 2017). Within the reference planetary model, the eigenvalue problem that298
defines its eigenfunctions u and eigenfrequencies ω can be written299
−ω2〈u′ |P0|u 〉+ 〈u′ |H0|u 〉 = 0, (3.28)300
where u′ is again a test-function, and we have added subscript 0 to the sesquilinear forms associ-301
ated with the reference planet. The Hermitian symmetry of the two sesquilinear forms occurring in302
this problem implies that the squared eigenfrequencies are real-valued, and we will assume that the303
planet is gravitationally stable, so that all squared-eigenfrencies are positive except for those at zero-304
frequency associated with rigid body translations and rotations. Due to the planet’s spherical symme-305
try, each eigenfunction can be labeled with four integers (`,m, n, p) with ` the angular degree, m the306
angular order, n the overtone number, and p an index used to distinguish different mode types (e.g.,307
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spheroidal, toroidal, inner core toroidal). The corresponding eigenfrequency ω`np is independent of308
m, and so each eigenfunction belongs to a (2`+ 1)-fold degenerate multiplet. Following Woodhouse309
(1980), we will simplify notations by combining (`, n, p) into a single index k. We can then denote310
the appropriate eigenfrequency by ωk, and the eigenfunctions by | km 〉 where again we use bra-ket311
notation. Eigenfunctions lying in distinct multiplets are necessarily pair-wise orthogonal relative to312
the inertial form, meaning that313
〈 km |P0| k′m′ 〉 = 0, (3.29)314
while we are free to choose a basis for each degenerate multiplet such that the orthonormalization315
condition316
〈 km |P0| k′m′ 〉 = δkk′δmm′ , (3.30)317
holds.318




〈 k′m′ |P0| ũ 〉| k′m′ 〉, (3.31)320
and substituting into eq. (3.10) we find321 ∑
k′m′
〈 km |S(ω)| k′m′ 〉〈 k′m′ |P0| ũ 〉 = 〈 km | ρ∇ψ̃ 〉, (3.32)322
where we have taken the test function to equal | km 〉. Due to the completeness of the reference eigen-323
functions, eq. (3.32) holding for all indices (k,m) is equivalent to the weak formulation of the body324
tide problem discussed previously. This equation can be understood as an infinite-dimensional set of325
linear algebraic equations that determine the expansion coefficients 〈 k′m′ |P0| ũ 〉 of the displacement326
amplitude field. A corresponding expansion can be made for the adjoint displacement amplitude field327
ũ†, and from eq. (3.21) we readily obtain328 ∑
k′m′
〈 km |S(−ω)| k′m′ 〉〈 k′m′ |P0| ũ† 〉 = 〈 km | h̃† 〉, (3.33)329
for the adjoint body tide problem. By suitably truncating both eqs (3.32) and (3.33) we arrive at330
finite-dimensional systems of linear equations that can be either solved using direct methods based on331
techniques like LU-decomposition when the size of the system is not too large (e.g., Hara et al. 1993),332
or otherwise through iterative matrix-free approaches (e.g., Al-Attar et al. 2012).333
Turning to the calculation of sensitivity kernels, we simply substitute the above expansions for the334






〈 ũ† |P0| km 〉〈 km |δS(ω)| k′m′ 〉〈 k′m′ |P0| ũ 〉




〈 ũ† |P0| km 〉〈 km | δρ∇ψ̃ 〉. (3.34)
Only the density perturbation contributes to the final term on the right hand side, and this will be336
dealt with separately below. For the moment we focus attention on the perturbed matrix elements337
〈 km |δS(ω)| k′m′ 〉 occurring within eq. (3.34). As discussed within Woodhouse (1980), the Wigner-338
Eckart theorem implies that the perturbed matrix elements takes the form339








〈 k ||δS(ω)|| k′ 〉st, (3.35)340
where the array denotes a Wigner-3j symbol (e.g., Edmonds 1960). The terms 〈 k ||δS(ω)|| k′ 〉st341
within this expression, which are independent of the orders m and m′, are known as reduced matrix342
elements and Woodhouse (1980) showed that they can be written343































ρ , and the co-344
efficientsKksk
′
i are now known as Woodhouse kernels, with their form being tabulated in the literature345
(e.g., Woodhouse 1980; Mochizuki 1986; Dahlen & Tromp 1998).346
To simplify the discussion, it will be useful to temporalily set all model perturbations except for347








































〈 km |P0| ũ† 〉〈 ũ |P0| k′m′ 〉Kksk′µ . (3.39)352





















































where in establishing the second equality we have used the fact that δµ is real-valued. It follows that356










where from eq. (3.39) we see that the radial expansion coefficients are formed from appropriate359
weightings of the Woodhouse kernels for shear modulus using the coefficients obtained within both the360
forward and adjoint body tide problems. Exactly the same ideas apply to the kernels for bulk modulus361



















with the coefficients Kstκ and K
st
i defined as in eq. (3.39) but with the Woodhouse kernels for µ363
replaced by those for the appropriate model parameter. In the case of density we need to account for364









Y 0st − Re
∑
km
〈 ũ† |P0| km 〉| km 〉 · ∇ψ̃, (3.45)366
with the coefficients Kstρ again being defined by analogy with eq. (3.39). The spatially varying parts367
| km 〉 · ∇ψ̃ of the final term in this expression can also be conveniently reduced to the form of a368
spherical harmonic expansion (see eq. (70) of Lau et al. 2015).369
3.4 Application370
3.4.1 Truncation of the adjoint problem within practical calculations371
Before proceeding to calculate sensitivity kernels, we explore sensible means of truncating the ex-372
pansions in expressions (3.32) and (3.33). These truncations are dictated by two factors: the forcing373
geometry and how highly resolved we would like our sensitivity kernels to be (of course, the two are374
related).375
An advantage of the tidal problem is that the dominant forcings lie in a few distinct spatial ge-376
ometries, the largest of which occurs at ` = 2 (note that the semi-diurnal constituent, m = 2, is by377
far the largest “degree-2” tide and so we will turn our attention to this single tidal harmonic). This378
vastly reduces the expansions required. Fig. 1 shows how structural perturbations of {s, t} harmonic379
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Spheroidal modes, nS`, included for perturbations up to degree 6 (s ≤ 6):
0S2, 2S1, 0S3, 0S4, 1S2, 0S0, 0S5, 1S3, 2S2, 3S1, 0S6, 3S2, 1S4, 0S7, 2S3,
1S5, 2S4, 4S1, 0S8, 3S3, 2S5, 1S6, 1S0, 1S7, 2S6, 5S1, 4S2, 1S8, 3S4, 2S7,
6S1, 2S8, 4S3, 5S2, 5S3, 7S1, 3S5, 4S4, 5S4, 4S5, 6S2, 2S0, 7S2, 3S6, 4S6,
3S7, 5S5, 3S8, 6S3, 8S1
Table 1. Spheroidal modes included in all tidal calculations listed in increasing eigenfrequency.





M/(2s+ 1) . As can be seen, beyond structural perturbations of degree two (s = 2),381
sensitivity for all model parameters decreases drastically. As such, in the following examples we do382
not consider spatial perturbations greater than s = 6. In the examples below we will mainly focus383
on spherically symmetric earth models (though will include a laterally heterogeneous example). For384
such an earth model, we can use the following selection rule to dictate how far the adjoint modes will385
couple386
|`ψ − s| ≤ `† ≤ `ψ + s, (3.46)387
where `ψ and s are the spherical harmonic degrees of the forward problem forcing and the volumetric388
perturbation considered, and `† is the adjoint degree for which coupling will occur. If we were inter-389
ested in considering the sensitivity of the body tide to volumetric perturbations of s ≤ 20, we would390
then expand expressions (3.32) and (3.33) to ` = 22. When calculating kernels relative to a laterally391
heterogeneous background model this approach ceases to be exact as a tidal force at degree `ψ will392
produce a response containing higher degrees. Nonetheless, because lateral variations are in practice393
expected to be small, the above truncation scheme provides a useful starting point.394
We also note that the presence of the delta-function in eq. (3.15) may be expanded as follows395






′, φ′)Y`m(θ, φ), (3.47)396
where θ, φ, and r are the colatitude, longitude and radius, respectively. Truncation will produce the397
Gibbs effect and in order to reduce this, we apply the modified expression398











′, φ′)Y`m(θ, φ), (3.48)399
where L is the maximum degree of truncation (see Appendix E of Al-Attar & Tromp 2014).400
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1. Depth dependent kernels for perturbations of degree s in density (a), shear (b), and bulk moduli (c),





M/(2s+ 1). All kernels within each panel are normalized.
3.4.2 Numerical Examples of Sensitivity Kernels401




















The first stage is to determine both ũ by forcing the equation of motion with the tidal force and ũ†404
by forcing the suitably modified equation of motion with a point source located at the position of our405
observation. Our chosen observation is the vertical displacement. In these examples, we used eigen-406
functions and eigenfrequencies of a spherically symmetric, non-rotating, elastic, and isotropic (i.e.,407
“SNREI”) Earth (in which case W → 0 and H includes no dissipative or dispersive effects) as our408
SNREI basis, calculated using the software package MINEOS (Masters et al. 2011). The basis modes409
included in our coupling calculations are listed in Table 1 and we adopt the density and elastic struc-410
ture of the “Preliminary Reference Earth Model” (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981). While we include411
only spheroidal modes, toroidal modes are easily incorporated, though for our chosen observation,412
the coupling of toroidal modes is negligible and the truncation of higher frequency modes leads to413
satisfactory results. The calculations we present are intended for demonstrative purposes. We note that414
all the sensitivity calculations to follow are associated with the ampltide of the vertical displacement415
of the body tide.416
The first set of calculations concern the depth dependent sensitivity kernels and were previously417
introduced to justify our truncation (Fig. 1), though we expand here. Following the truncation in418
eq. (3.46) and including modes whose reference eigenfrequencies are less than 3 mHz, we fully couple419
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KPREM
r = 3500 km
KPREM
r = 6000 km
KS20RTS – KPREM









Figure 2. Sensitivity kernels of the vertical displacement of the body tide located at the green triangle to pertur-
bations in density, ρ (panels a-c), the shear modulus, µ (panels d-f), the bulk modulus, κ (panels g-i), topography
along the CMB, CMB (panels j-i). For ρ, µ, and κ, the first (panels a,d,g) and second (panels b,e,h) columns are
kernels at a radii of 3500 km and 6000 km, respectively, computed using the 1D background model PREM
(Dziewonski & Anderson 1981). The third column (panels c,f,i) displays the percent difference in these kernels
at r = 3500 km when calculated with the 3D model S40RTS (Ritsema et al. 2011). For hCMB, panels j and k
are the kernels, computed assuming PREM, for two different measurement locations and panel l is the percent
difference between the kernel shown in panel k and the same but calculated assuming S40RTS. All kernels are
normalized for each model parameter.
the modes listed in Table 1. While we have presented kernels for each order t individually, the result-420
ing depth profiles in Fig. 1 provide interesting information concerning the depth sensitivity of each421
model parameter. (These kernels have been normalized for each parameter, across all {s, t} kernels.)422
As can be seen, both density and shear modulus have much of their sensitivity in the deep mantle. This423
is in accord with results in Lau et al. (2015) where a finite-difference approach was used to investigate424
sensitivity.425
In addition, Fig. 2 shows the spatial variability of KM for observations at a single point on Earth’s426
surface (marked by green triangles) for volumetric model perturbations in ρ, µ, and κ (top three rows),427
and two locations for the boundary topograhy at the CMB, hCMB (bottom row). The volumetric pertur-428
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bations are displayed at two radii (3500 km and 6000 km) (left two columns). These were determined429
for spatial perturbations up to and including degree 6 (i.e., 0 ≤ s ≤ 6). As such, with the truncation430
rule in eq. (3.46) and including modes whose reference eigenfrequencies are less than 3 mHz, the431
modes that were coupled are listed in Table 1. Panels (a,b), (d,e), (g,h), and (j,k) show perturbations432
the spherically symmetric background model PREM,KPREM. The kernels are normalized across each433
model perturbation.434
Fig. 2 demonstrates how the forward and adjoint fields interact where the deep mantle sensitivity435
is laterally smeared but focuses to a more localized region towards the surface, centered at the mea-436
surement location. In other words, sensitivity broadens to longer wavelengths moving closer to the437
core-mantle boundary, as the geometry of the body tide force dominates the pattern of sensitivity. As438
with the depth profiles (Fig. 1), perturbations in ρ and µ are largest towards the base of the mantle,439
while for κ, the opposite is true.440
Finally, we computed 3D sensitivity kernels in the same manner. The background vs model used441
was S40RTS (Ritsema et al. 2011) and we applied uniform scaling values of 0.4 and 0.1 to map per-442
turbations in vs to perturbations in vρ and vb, respectively. We have presented the differences between443
these 3D and 1D calculations in the right column of Fig. 2 in percentages for only the kernel field at444
r = 3500 km (panels c,f,i). For the CMB topography differences, we show only the kernel associated445
with the location at panel (k). As can be seen, the differences between the kernals are less than one446
percent. This reflects the linear nature of this problem and that 1D kernels may be sufficient if we ex-447
pect small perturbations in model parameters. This may not be the case if large perturbations in model448
parameters exist, e.g., the small zones in the deep mantle of ultra-low velocity (the so-called ULVZs449
that exhibit shear wave-speed anomalies as low as ∼30%; McNamara et al. 2010), though their small450
size likely means their effect on tides will be negligible (Fig. 1).451
4 CONCLUSIONS452
In this study we present a methodology to calculate sensitivity kernels for the body tide problem453
via the adjoint method. These kernels may be calculated with equal ease relative to a background454
1D or 3D model. In the examples we show, we use mode coupling as the basis of determining the455
kernels, building upon expressions that have already been derived within free oscillation theory (e.g.,456
Woodhouse 1980; Dahlen & Tromp 1998). From our examples, it can be seen that the background457
models of PREM (spherically symmetric; Dziewonski & Anderson 1981) and S40RTS (spherically458
asymmetric; Ritsema et al. 2011) result in very similar kernels. While this may be the case for models459
in which perturbations are not too far from the spherically symmetric case, incorporating much larger460
anomalies may result in significant deviation between 3D and 1D kernels.461
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